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About Zeigo
Zeigo is a climate-tech

Zeigo’s innovative technology

platform enabling businesses

helps companies find the

to quickly, easily and cost-

best zero-carbon match for

effectively source clean

their energy consumption

energy. We use data and

profile. Our services include

advanced analytics to

aggregation, access to

perfectly match your

comprehensive data reports,

business objectives with a

a tendering tool, machine

network of renewable energy

learning-powered

projects across the UK and

marketplace and the ability

Europe. We streamline the

to manage energy portfolios

power purchase agreement

across the world, helping

(PPA) process while

accelerate each

providing market

organisations’ ability to meet

intelligence, data and

carbon reduction and clean

financial information

energy targets.

on each project.
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Foreword

Whatever next?
You’re probably ready to close the book on
the last year — and who could blame you?

operate and source sustainably. Yet SMEs
find themselves caught in the middle when
it comes to renewables — too big to
generate enough electricity from on-site
sources of their own, too small to be of
interest to projects looking for one big
off-taker.

But not so fast. Even with all that’s
happened economically, socially and
politically, it’s also been a period of great
leaps forward: for cleantech, digital
transformation, and the renewable energy
transition.

And even for big companies, gaining insight
into the variables that impact renewable
energy pricing remains vital. The factors that

Global clean energy capacity is booming.
The IEA is forecasting 40% higher growth in
2021 than it thought possible a year ago,
with wind and solar on track to match
global gas capacity by next year.

need to be considered when hammering
out a power purchase agreement differ
from country to country. New markets are
emerging rapidly in places like Romania —
where PPAs were actually banned until last
year. As a result, emissions targets are going
up, and carbon pricing is rising with them.

Fantastic news for companies looking for
new options to hit their net-zero targets. But
accessing the output from that expanded
array of projects remains a challenge –
especially for SMEs.
The European and UK PPA markets are
complex, and deals can be frustratingly slow
and time-consuming to realise. Deal activity
tends to be opaque, characterised by highly
customised agreements conducted behind
the scenes. There’s often little or no
feedback from participating developers.
That’s why we’ve focused this issue of Zeigo
Zeitgeist on transparency and aggregation.

To maintain visibility of all these moving
parts, you need data.
It’s been a surprising and positive year for
the renewables market and for Zeigo too.
There have been challenges and, through it
all, upside. We’re supporting more energy
buyers and developers, expanding our data
sources and partnerships, growing our team,
and winning new converts to the platform.
The question now is ‘what comes next?’ In
the following pages, we’ll drill down into the
trends likely to shape the renewable energy
market over the next 12 months, with some
intelligent guidance on how to turn them to
your advantage.

Mid-sized businesses are under the same
pressures as large ones when it comes to
clean energy adoption. Customers want to
know that the companies they buy from

Juan Pablo Cerda
Zeigo Founder & CEO
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The European PPA
Outlook for 2021
Growing volumes, price variation,
new strength in emerging markets
PPA MW Signed in Q2 2021
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Europe’s PPA Market at a Glance
The 2021 outlook for Europe is mixed as ever, with prices, offers, volumes and terms
varying significantly from country to country. However, despite a tumultuous 12 months,
the market is buoyant. Mature markets are pricing-in the impact of increased renewable
capacity while regulatory change in emerging markets promises new opportunities. Q2
2021 has been particularly strong, with Spain, the UK, and Germany leading the pack. See
the map for details.
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Mature Markets
Emerging Markets

Germany
The German PPA market has historically lagged behind
other major EU countries, but this year is forecast to post
the second-highest PPA volumes in Europe after Spain.

UK

This is partly to lock in savings for the 16GW of onshore
wind capacity set to lose support from feed-in tariffs

In the UK more than 440 MW

after 2025. Prices continue to be the highest on the

were contracted in the second

Zeigo platform. In Q2 Germany saw 200 MW in new PPA

quarter of 2021. Britain has seen

contracts for renewables.

a massive increase in the power
price in recent months to ~£78/
MWh. This may have led to a rise
in the number of short-term PPAs

Poland

as renewable energy generators
look to cash in on contracts with

Poland’s National Plan for Energy and

greater value.

Climate aims to deploy 7.8GW of solar
by 2030. That’s being helped along
by government moves to remove tax
disincentives for renewable investment.
Auctions will also begin under a new
subsidy system designed to assure price
stability for new projects.

Romania
In May 2020, Romania ended
its ban on physical PPAs

Spain

to try and boost renewable

Spain contracted just under 600

to launch a CfD scheme in the

MW in Q2. Spanish PPA prices have

next 1-2 years to guarantee

stayed low thanks to its status as an

competitive prices and

advanced clean energy market. The

investment. The current energy

recent government auction generated

market mix is 16% wind, 7%

a lot of speculation. However, those

solar, 34% hydro, and the

prices may not be reflected directly

rest coming from traditional

in PPAs due to differences in credit

generation.

investment. The plan now is

risk, contracted volumes, and other
financing considerations.
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Time to lock-in carbon pricing?
In recent months we’ve seen a direct
correlation between rising power prices
and carbon pricing as governments set
stricter emissions targets.

Carbon’s price reached

Some of this is down to growing investor

record highs of €56/t in May,

confidence in the EU Emissions Trading

more than double what it

System (EU ETS), following tougher

was six months prior.

targets set by EU lawmakers for a 55%
decrease in emissions by 2030.

However, some analysts have speculated that rising
carbon prices can’t continue unabated over the long
term, as it could derail the EU’s climate goals.
Rising carbon prices could also raise wholesale
power pricing and the cost of industrial electricity.

The UK’s own carbon
market once tracked

In the near term, expect increased

closely to the EU’s

volatility, as carbon prices will need to

carbon price of

grow by at least 50% to incentivise

~£44/t, but has since

emission reductions through

increased to a peak

improved efficiency.

of £51/t.
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CO2 emissions

2%

While Covid-19 restrictions are credited with
may reducing global CO2 emissions by 8%, by
2030, the reduction is expected to be only 2%.1
Despite reduced overall emissions under
lockdowns, GHG build-up in the atmosphere
means we’d need to sustain the same 8% rate
of decline annually until 2030 to keep
warming to below 1.5-degrees.2

1
2

We Mean Business
Coronavirus: Tracking how the world’s ‘green recovery’ plans aim to cut emissions 2020
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TechUK

Running
hot and cold
Though they’re leading the way on energy
efficiency, data centres still have to grapple with
soaring power costs. Could strategic energy
purchasing be the answer?
The hum — If you’ve ever been inside a big

COVID-driven boom in internet usage and

data centre, you’ll know what I mean: a

the ongoing electrification of everything.

warm, mid-range murmur emanating from
row after row of stacked internet servers and
storage arrays. It’s steady and reassuring,
blending with the subtle ‘whirr’ of cooling
units keeping everything temperature
stable.
Lately, however, data centres have
generated a different kind of buzz — thrust

With their aeroplane-hangar dimensions
and all the densely-packed electrical kit
inside, it’s natural to think of them as
power-hungry behemoths hoovering up
everything on the grid.
The reality is very different from the
perception.

into the sustainability spotlight by the

It isn’t consumption, its cost
It’s true that data centre infrastructure is

adding capacity through software. There’s

power intensive. Britain’s commercial sector

also been a shift to leasing capacity from

consumes about 2.89 TWh each year.

cloud and ‘hyperscale’ data centres — mega-

But that’s less than 1 per cent of the UK total1.
Globally it’s less than 0.3 per cent.
Ongoing improvements in power
consumption plus energy-saving innovations
like virtualisation have made data centres
lean consumers of electricity. So instead
of installing more boxes, data centres are

1

efficient information factories that use
centrally-organised computing architecture
that easily scales up to hundreds of
thousands of servers.
So while cloud services boom and internet
usage spikes, sector-wide electricity
consumption is staying flat.

Statista: Electricity consumption from all electricity suppliers in the United Kingdom (UK) from 2002 to 2020
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Global Trends

Internet Traffic

Data centre workloads

Data centre energy use

Source: IEA: ‘Global trends in internet traffic, data centre workloads and data centre energy use, 2010-2019’
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Electrons and
overheads

with stable consumption patterns, making
them near-perfect anchor customers for a
renewable project.

As the industry’s footprint expands,
electricity costs are soaring. A data centre
can see 20-40% of its operating budget2
eaten up by power bills.

For smaller data centres, however,
negotiating a PPA can be a struggle. Many
can’t summon the negotiating leverage on
their own to secure future-proofed,
volume-discounted pricing.

Emma Fryer, associate director of
technology industry group TechUK, says
Britain’s 500+ data centres are ‘always
looking at ways to mitigate electricity
costs.’

‘The majority of our
power bills are made
up of non-commodity
charges like tariffs
and network charges
— well over fifty per
cent,’ she says. ‘It’s a
constant thorn in our
sides.’
With electricity being a central
requirement of data centre operations,
Fryer says there’s an opportunity for the
sector to use strategic energy purchasing
to achieve carbon reduction.
Operators are already considering their
options. One of them is to use power
purchase agreements to secure clean
energy directly from renewable generation
projects.

Power play
For large hyperscale data centres,
negotiating a direct PPA can be an obvious
solution. They consume energy at volume

2

So aggregated PPAs have emerged as a
potential option. By pooling their buying
power in a consortium, smaller data
centres should be able to secure better
long term pricing and more attractive
contractual terms.
But matching partners throws up a new set
of challenges. Plus: the long-term nature of
PPAs can be a poor fit for the structure of
data centre leasing agreements.
‘You could have a data centre in
Dungeness with a direct wire to an ocean
wind farm,’ says Emma Fryer, ‘but there
would be hesitation about matching the
benefit to the business liability.
‘If a large customer were to leave, you
might end up with a stranded asset in that
location and still have to be paying for the
renewable power agreed in the PPA’.
To overcome those complexities, Fryer says
TechUK is looking at things like PPA
standardisation as a way to de-risk long
term agreements, and considering how
better access to market data can help
small to mid-sized operators find either
suitable procurement partners to form a
buying consortium or identify smaller-scale
renewable projects open to negotiating
with a smaller off-taker.
From moving electrons to consuming
them, data centres are getting better all
the time. But getting to grips with spiralling
energy costs will require a different
strategy. A shift to cost-efficient clean
energy and a more strategic approach to
buying it may be the answer.

Green Mountain: ‘Data Center Power Costs’
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Using machine
learning to
predict future
energy prices
Assessing current costs against market predictions is
fundamental to the success of any long-term power
purchase strategy. Unfortunately, for any contract with a
lifespan of five years or more, the lack of liquidity in futures
contracts makes it difficult to understand true market value.
Assessing current costs against market predictions

More experienced users can use machine learning

is fundamental to the success of any long-term

tools to created tailored predictions based on their

power purchase strategy. Unfortunately, for any

own views.

contract with a lifespan of five years or more, the

At Zeigo, we’ve been working on
our own solution, taking a machine
learning-based approach to
predictive analytics and applying it
to energy price curves.

lack of liquidity in futures contracts makes it
difficult to understand true market value.
Reliable long-term price forecasts are vital but hard
to obtain. This is because forward curves can vary
significantly, and opinions can differ on long-term
price developments.

Using historical data, our proprietary ML model

Energy buyers need a way to compare different

analyses a multitude of different drivers and ‘learns’

predictions against multiple scenarios. Advances

how they impact power prices. Once a model has

in machine learning (ML) are beginning to make

been thoroughly trained by our data scientists, it

this possible.

can make future predictions that cut through the

Whether it’s generating a standalone model or

complexity and non-linearity of electricity pricing.

used in combination with more traditional

We plan to demonstrate the solution to clients in

models, ML-generated curves can improve risk

Q3 of this year. Contact us at info@zeigo.com if

management by providing a better understanding

you would like to take part.

of possible future prices.
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PPAs and Battery Storage

Stored Potential
As renewables grow in popularity, battery storage
projects are expanding too. Here’s how corporate
energy buyers can benefit

The potential of
battery storage PPAs

Back in 2014, Europe held 44% of the world’s
battery storage market. That’s since dropped
back to 30% and might halve again by 2030
if current forecasts hold true.

Battery power purchase agreements (PPAs)

What’s happening? Europe is falling behind

can give businesses a direct route to procuring

China and the US in battery storage capacity

the storage capacity to complement their

thanks to the lack of EU government

renewable energy purchases.

incentives for flexible power. At the same

Using batteries alongside a renewable project

time, demand for renewable energy is

can result in power being stored during

growing. Demand for battery storage to help

periods when production is high and prices

manage weather-dependent generation

are low. Excess electricity can then be sold

sources will grow with it.

back to the grid during times of lower

How can corporate energy buyers avoid the

production and higher prices.

coming squeeze?
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There are two types of battery storage PPA:
•
•

A joint PPA encompassing renewable energy (usually from solar) and energy storage
A standalone battery storage PPA contract

Low energy production

Power is released
to the grid from
the battery

High Market Price

Low Market Price

Solar and Battery Storage

High energy production

Corporate Off-taker

Power is stored in
the battery

Power Purchase Agreement

Battery Storage and Solar PPA

What are the benefits?

Battery storage outlook

If a battery storage PPA is structured correctly,

Will there be enough battery capacity to keep

there can be pricing benefits for both the

up with demand? When the market was still

developer and the off-taker. The storage

in its infancy, price was a significant barrier to

operator secures a consistent revenue stream

investment. In the past two years, however,

to support project finance while the buyer

prices have dropped by half to approximately

gains an effective hedge against battery

£150/MWh on average. In China, prices are

storage price volatility.

even lower at $115/MWh3.
This has spurred investment into new projects.

Along with addressing the intermittency that’s

In the UK, for example, Statkraft, EDF, and

part & parcel of renewable generation, battery

Shell have all signed new battery storage PPAs.

storage can also reduce the need to balance
and shape traditional generation during

If Europe is going to keep up with rapidly

unpredictable output periods.

evolving storage markets in China and the US,
governments will have to find new ways to
support hybrid generation-storage projects. At
the moment, they are a poor fit for capacity
auctions — despite large-scale solar being on
track to become of the cheapest energy
sources in any category, renewable or
traditional.

3

Bloomberg 2020
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Aggregated PPAs

Partner Power
Why joining an aggregation group may be the
answer to SME clean energy procurement
Mid-sized companies are the engine of

simply lack the skills or resources to

the global economy. The World Bank

manage a complex and time-consuming

says SME’s represent 90% of businesses

tender process.

globally. So it's safe to say that if we don't

For many, teaming up in an energy-

get mid-sized companies on board, the

buying consortium to maximise

energy transition won't happen.

negotiating leverage is the answer. But

Saying might be easier than doing. SMEs

the challenges don’t completely disappear.

have big hoops to jump through if they

You have to find potential partners, and

want to procure renewable energy. Their

you have to be confident there’s enough

volume requirements are small; their

alignment between the parties to see an

consumption profile might be a poor fit

agreement through.

for intermittent generation; some might

Let’s look at the benefits of joining forces and list the practical
steps mid-sized companies can take to create an energy
aggregation arrangement of their own.

What is energy aggregation?
Energy aggregation happens when a

price advantages that come with a large

group of businesses band together to

bulk purchase.

purchase energy. Procurement might

An aggregated PPA makes procurement

happen through a single developer or

with other buyers more feasible. It works

across multiple projects.

for medium-sized organisations or larger

Aggregated PPAs (power purchase

companies looking to purchase renewable

agreements) capture the benefits of

energy on a smaller scale.

buying at scale and make large group-led

It cuts through complexity and extends

purchases of clean electricity possible.

the base of potential customers for

Buying as a consortium means SMEs can

smaller-scale projects.

benefit from the negotiation, cost, and

13

The upside
of aggregation
Along with expanding access to clean
generation sources, aggregation also delivers
an essential business benefit: money saved.
emissions, however — those driven by supply
The cost of renewables is going down every

chain partners — are much harder to grapple

year, but SMEs have struggled to access

with.

lower prices. However, when multiple midsized companies partner to buy at bigger

Companies’ supply chain emissions are 11.4

volumes, they can secure more significant

times higher4 on average than their own

discounts.

emissions. If sustainability targets are going
to be seen as credible, supply chain

They can also mitigate risks related to price

emissions have to be included.

volatility, regulation, market events,
operations, or financing — each with the

Aggregation agreements provide the

power to eat into margins, stall construction,

opportunity to build new rules around Scope

delay go-live dates, or reduce output once a

3 emissions reduction into energy supply

project is operational.

chains. Suppliers can be asked to commit to
the Scope 3 standard5 for example, and
commit to regular reporting on their

Bringing supply
chains into line

emissions from 15 GHG Protocol categories.
Digitising procurement processes can also
facilitate more sustainable procurement,

Many companies chasing net-zero targets

eliminate inefficiencies, standardise contract

have made great strides in reducing their

processes, and ensure that emissions data

direct (Scope 1) and indirect (Scope 2)

from suppliers is being tracked and reported.

greenhouse gas emissions. Scope 3

4
5

https://www.cdp.net/en/articles/supply-chain/environmental-supply-chain-risks-to-cost-companies-120-billion-by-2026
https://ghgprotocol.org/standards/scope-3-standard
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Matchmaking through data
While the benefits of energy aggregation

We provide a matchmaking service that

are compelling, negotiating a workable

helps connect like-minded buyers based

agreement can be hugely complex.

on their consumption profile, business
objectives and procurement needs.

Negotiation exits are common, as
potential partners learn that their

You can use it to join an existing

respective business processes, risk

aggregation group, launch a new one, or

tolerances, stakeholder sensitivities, or

create an ‘instigator’ group, where one

specific procurement objectives don’t

lead company provides support to clients

quite match up.

or partner companies. For companies
focused on reducing Scope 3 emissions,

Zeigo’s data-driven platform enables

aggregated PPAs make it easier to align

companies with high scores for potential

supply chain partners without compelling

‘fit’ to find one another and hammer out

them to participate directly in the PPA

an aggregated PPA.

Aleksandra Klassen
Senior Impact Manager,
RE100

agreement.

JP Cerda
Founder & CEO,
Zeigo
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Roberto Castiglioni
Co-Founder and CEO,
Ikigai

EcoHack 2020:
unlocking clean energy options for SMEs
In October 2020, Zeigo hosted

‘Aggregated PPAs have generated

EcoHack: a gathering of cleantech

a lot of buzz in the last couple of

innovators to find digital solutions

years as more companies become

to problems of accessibility in

more familiar with PPAs.’ said

the renewable energy market.

Aleksandra Klaasen, RE100 Senior

Seventeen participants, six judges,

Impact Manager at the Climate

and four mentors took part. The

Group.

group included energy experts,

In a recent interview, she

lawyers, data scientists, engineers,

explained that the RE100 will

coders, and UX researchers.

need to procure an additional 224

The winning hack came from

TWh of clean electricity by 2030

Future Energy Associates,

to meet their 100% renewable

who developed a three-part

goals.

solution to pool buyers, integrate

‘The amount of PPAs within the

dynamic pricing, and create a

RE100 has grown significantly,

new secondary market. It was

from 3% of renewable electricity

presented to more than 80 RE100

sourced in 2015 to 30% in 2020.

members in an online webinar in

There are now 80 companies with

February, with a presentation by

PPAs and even more want to sign

Zeigo demonstrating our digital

them.

PPA aggregation platform.

Aggregated PPAs offer another

The scope for growth in

sourcing mechanism that can be

aggregation agreements is

structured to comply with RE100

enormous, making it a popular

criteria including requirements

topic for RE100 members and

for renewable energy certificates

beyond.

(GOs/REGOs/RECS).’
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Utility PPAs

Another direct
route to market
for new projects
3 questions that we ask when deciding whether an
asset should go for a CPPA or UPPA:
CPPA

Is it
operational?

Term greater
than 5 years?

Does it have a
subsidy?

UPPA

When selecting the best sales channel for a new
renewable asset, there are two primary PPA-based
routes to market:

Businesses can negotiate a

Or they can sell renewable

Corporate Power Purchase

energy through a utility via

Agreement (CPPA) directly

a Utility Power Purchase

with the project

Agreement (UPPA)

17
17

The crucial difference between them is the

price risk. This results in most UPPAs being

typical contract duration.

negotiated on a 1-3 term, often linked to a

CPPAs tend to be negotiated for longer

price index.

periods, commonly 10-15 years. As a result,

In the past, most generators have opted for a

they can be a good fit for projects still in the

UPPA to take advantage of market volatility.

pipeline when developers require long-term

In the UK, renewable assets often benefit

structures that provide stable returns for

from government support, which adds

project financiers.

stability and helps make projects ‘bankable’,

UPPAs are typically shorter in duration as

eliminating long-term pricing commitments.

utilities often struggle to forecast long-term

Stakeholder
Asset Owner

Benefits of a Utility Power Purchase Agreement

•
•
•
•

Standardised terms
Utilities offer investment-grade off-takes
UK market has a large number of utility off-takers
Greenwashing debate has increased demand for reliable
renewable sourcing

Utility

•
•
•

Trading physical green power to supply customers
Supporting independant renewable producers
Helps satisty ROC quotas by purchasing direct from
employers

With UK subsidies soon set to end, pipeline wind and solar
projects will need to consider how they can establish longterm fixed pricing agreements in order to stabilise their
revenues and secure project finance.
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Greenwashing Energy

Keeping it real:
How PPAs are
helping the
fight against
greenwashing
Greenwashing — the deceptive practice of calling a
product or service ‘environmentally friendly’ without
proof — has come under increased scrutiny. The
European Commission found last year that ca. 42% of
all environmental claims were “exaggerated, false or
deceptive and could qualify as unfair commercial
practices under EU rules.”
As governments and consumers call for more

mean they moved from 2% to 3%. Words

sustainable business practices, greenwashing

without actions make people sceptical about

stalls progress by muddying the waters.

environmental actions in general.

Consumers may be happy to hear that their
utility company is now providing 50% more
renewable energy, but the claim may only

If some companies are misrepresenting their
green credentials and getting away with it,
maybe they’re all at it?
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How green was my energy?
There are many ways to invest in renewable energy, but
only a few ways to demonstrate sustainability.

Green Tariffs

Energy

Power Purchase

On-site

Attribute

Agreements

Generation

Certificates

(PPAs)

(EACs)
An energy tariff can

They aren’t

Power Purchase

On-site renewable

be labelled green

necessarily

Agreements

energy generation

or renewable if a

associated with

(PPAs) are binding

guarantees you use

supplier purchases

any particular

agreements that

only renewable

Renewable Energy

renewable

ensure energy

electricity. It

Guarantee of

generation asset

purchased is

creates energy

Origin certificates,

and cannot reliably

renewable –

independence and

but this does not

prove sustainability.

whether through

ensures security of

require them to

additionality or

supply at a stable

buy power directly

purchasing a

price. However, this

from renewable

quantity of clean

option requires

generators. ‘Green’

energy from an

significant upfront

tariffs can prove

operational plant.

investment and

provenance but do

enough land to set

little to encourage

up solar or wind

renewable

arrays.

generation.
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Avoid being tarred with
the greenwashing brush
No business wants to be accused of greenwashing its reputation.
Once a company has been caught out, rebuilding trust and brand
equity will be costly.
As 100% self-generation is impractical for most businesses, EACs and
PPAs have become the most popular mechanisms for sourcing clean
energy. Whether EACs continue to be perceived as credible proof of
green energy credentials by the public remains to be seen.
Signed PPA capacity in 2020 climbed 18% to reach 23.7 GW compared
to 20.1 GW in 2019 (Bloomberg).

Evolution of sourcing methods used by RE10 members

Source: RE100 Annual Report 2020
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Three ways you can
go even further:
As greenwashing becomes more regulated in key markets and buyers become more informed,
false and misleading claims about environmental impacts will become unacceptable. Taking steps
now to ensure your company’s actions reflect a real, demonstrable commitment to sustainability is
environmentally necessary and critical to long-term business success.

Reach 100% renewable energy
by blending an off-site PPA with
your own generation and EACs,
maximising impact and cost
savings.
For example, a business might
source 30% of its power through
a PPA generate 20% from on-site
solar arrays, then offset the
remaining 50% with an energy
attribute certificate (EAC)

Include supply chain net-zero targets
in your CSR strategy. Encourage
suppliers to procure renewable
energy by inviting them to an
aggregation consortium and run a
tender on behalf of the group
through Zeigo.

Join clean energy campaigns like
RE100 or the UN Race to Zero with
ambitious targets and strive for total
transparency in sustainable business
practices.
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Zeigo
Company
News
Zeigo is recognised by the
industry, winning TELCA
and EMA awards!

Dec 2020
Oct 2020
Zeigo bursts into growth and joins
Tech Nation Net Zero, Barclays
and Shell accelerator programs as
well as host the first annual
EcoHack hackathon
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Utility PPAs integrated into the
platform giving developers a
new dual route to market.

Jun 2021
Apr 2021

Oct 2021

In total, we have tendered
1TWh globally! And we’ve
signed 4 PPA agreements
with a total volume of
18GWh and a total value
just over £2 million.

EcoHack hackathon 2.0
Zeigo will host the
second edition of its
renewable energy
hackathon.
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2020 Sponsors

October 2021

Zeigo’s renewable
energy hackathon
returns for
another year.
For more info visit www.ecohack.zeigo.com

2020 Supporters
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